If it doesn’t work 100% of the time …

… then it DOESN’T WORK!

When you’re keeping an eye on the things that matter, you can’t afford to blink. Solis Energy’s solutions keep the cameras running when and where you need them. Using proven technology, Solis Energy’s power systems maintain continuous, uninterrupted power for your video surveillance systems – even in remote areas.

• Surveillance of high crime areas or public venues
• Building and campus protection
• Perimeter security
• Theft deterrence
• Visual patrolling of remote or unmanned facilities
• Personal injury risk mitigation
• Traffic surveillance
KEEP THE CONNECTION
Solis Energy’s outdoor Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems are an ideal solution for your short-term, outdoor emergency battery backup power in the event of a brownout, blackout, power dip or surge.

CUT THE CORD
Solis Energy’s Solar Power Plant (SPP) delivers immediate, reliable solar-generated electricity to your remote applications - anytime and anywhere. Ideal for use where there is an absence of available commercial power.

BRIDGE THE GAP
Solis Energy’s Continuous Power Bridge (CPB) provides continuous, uninterrupted power to devices such as surveillance cameras or Wi-Fi radios attached to parking lot or street lights that do not have power during the day.

TAP INTO IT
Solis Energy’s Light Pole Power Tap (LPT) provides easy access to AC power from a streetlight. It simply installs between the photocell and the light to provide power for many applications, including Wi-Fi radios and surveillance cameras.